2001 chevy venture

The Chevrolet Venture is a minivan produced by General Motors for the to model years. The
Venture name was first used on a Chevrolet concept car, in this case a full-sized four-door
sedan more aerodynamic than the Chevrolet Caprice. The Venture was introduced in for the
model year as a replacement for the radically styled Lumina APV. The base models of the
Venture were short wheelbase models which came equipped with cloth upholstery, front bucket
seats with fixed head restraints, a 2nd-row 2-passenger bench seat, and steel wheels. The LS
came in both short and long wheelbases, and offered aluminum wheels, a varied seating
configuration, adjustable head restraints, side airbags, power windows optional on the base
models , and a remote keyless entry system. The LT model was an upscale of the LS and was
exclusively a long wheelbase model and offered a power driver seat optional on the base and
LS models , optional leather seats, a roof rack optional on the base and LS models , and a driver
side sliding door optional on the base and LS models from â€” The anti-lock brakes were
standard on all Ventures from â€”, but became optional on the base models later on. The
Venture and its siblings were powered by GM's 3. All Ventures used a four-speed automatic
transmission. The Venture was one of the few minivans to have an 8-passenger seating
configuration as an option when most minivans seated up to 7 passengers. In , the driver side
sliding door became standard on all trim levels, when the passenger side only sliding door
models of minivans have rapidly fallen out of favor since the models of Chrysler minivans. The
exterior was refreshed in , a back-up alarm was added to indicate possible obstacles behind the
vehicle, and all-wheel drive was introduced in Also for was a new steering wheel equivalent to
the Chevrolet Impala , replacing the steering wheel equivalent to the Chevrolet Lumina. New for
this generation, cabin air filters were installed, and the filters can be accessed from behind an
access panel easily accessed from inside the glove compartment. The optional seating
configuration was dropped in favor of the more conventional and seating configurations. The
was the standard for the Chinese-made Buick GL8 , and a seats arranged in a configuration was
used in a Chinese-made version of the Chevrolet Venture for export to the Philippines and Latin
America where it sold alongside the U. Venture where seaters are favored with lower taxes.
Reviews and sales were generally lukewarm, especially about the relatively narrow cabin due to
being designed for European roads. The vans came in both short and long wheelbases, and
all-wheel drive versions like the Chrysler minivans. The third row bench seat was designed to
fold flat introduced for and available on LS and Warner Bros. The Venture was replaced after by
the Chevrolet Uplander , which was essentially a facelift with one long wheelbase configuration,
and a longer nose which served chiefly to improve crush distance and styling more like an SUV.
Only the long-wheelbase Venture was sold for in the US but the short-wheelbase was still
offered in Canada. Production of the Chevy Venture ended on June 24, A Warner Bros. Shield
logo, and a DVD entertainment system, [1] a novelty at the time however, some editions
included a VHS player instead. The Warner Bros. These models included VHS and DVD
compilations of Looney Tunes , girls pajamas, a cooler with can holders, a special keychain,
and a beach blanket, as an amenity kit. The U. Tests on subsequent model years yielded results
of four stars in most categories, and three or five stars in others. The Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety tested the Pontiac Trans Sport a twin of the Venture in late , and it received a
"Poor" rating in the 40 MPH offset frontal crash test for poor structural performance, and was
ranked as the "Worst Performing Vehicle" of all the vehicles tested, with test results indicating a
high risk of serious injury or fatality. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Edition
Made Minivans Cool". The NewsWheel. Retrieved 28 January Retrieved Chevrolet vehicles.
Established in , a division of General Motors since Express N N Orlando Spin. Category
Commons. Categories : All-wheel-drive vehicles Chevrolet vehicles Front-wheel-drive vehicles
Minivans s cars Cars introduced in Motor vehicles manufactured in the United States. Hidden
categories: Articles needing additional references from October All articles needing additional
references Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Commons
category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn
to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Chevrolet Venture.
Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact crossover SUV. Captiva Sport. Mid-size crossover SUV.
Full-size crossover SUV. Mini SUV. Compact SUV. Grand Vitara. S Blazer. Mid-size SUV.
Full-size SUV. Grand Blazer. K5 Blazer. Coupe utility. Chevy El Camino. Compact pickup. LUV
D-Max. Mid-size pickup. Full-size pickup. Lumina APV. Trans Sport. City Express. Despite its
age, the Venture benefits from continual improvement that keeps it close to the class leaders in
terms of features and styling. Not terribly refined, but loaded with value, the Chevy Venture is a
solid minivan. It should be no surprise that Venture has surpassed previous Chevrolet minivan

sales records, given the limited appeal of its mini-vac-shaped, plastic-bodied predecessor, the
Lumina minivan. Developed in concert with GM's European Opel division, Venture enters its
fifth model year wearing conservative, yet modern, sheetmetal capped by a revised front fascia.
Looks aside, this minivan's appeal is measured by a number of standard, family-friendly
features like a driver's side sliding door, four-wheel antilock brakes, side airbags, OnStar
system except ValueVan , and the ability to pull a 3,pound trailer. Additional available features
include power sliding doors, modular seating, integrated child safety seats, and traction control.
Edition versions are available. Base models add split-bench seating, map pockets, overhead
consolette, particle and odor filter, cargo net, and rear window defogger. LS provides items like
upgraded cloth upholstery, remote keyless entry, power windows, tinted glass, driver
information center, cruise control, alloy wheels and cassette stereo. Warner Bros. Edition vans
are loaded with leather, an integrated child safety seat, modular bucket seating, and a
three-mode audio and visual entertainment system that includes a VCP and overhead flip-down
LCD screen. Choose a short or long wheelbase van with four doors. All Ventures come
equipped with a 3. A four-speed automatic transmission with overdrive transmits power to the
front wheels. Designed to satisfy consumers on either side of the Atlantic Ocean, the Venture
treats drivers with a communicative chassis, sharp steering, and almost nimble handling, all
while providing room inside for up to eight passengers and a good amount of their belongings.
A rear parking aid is available on extended length vans that audibly warns drivers when they are
in close proximity to an object or person. Some carryover features worth noting are the optional
dual-mode audio unit, which allows rear passengers to listen to a CD via headphones while
front passengers catch traffic reports on the radio, and a load-leveling suspension complete
with an auxiliary air hose. Yes, we like the Venture, and whether you prefer the Chevy flavor or
the Pontiac Montana and Oldsmobile Silhouette versions of the same van, we think any of the
three have the credentials to go toe-to-toe with Chrysler, Ford and Honda minivans. Available
styles include Plus 4dr Ext Minivan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Venture. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Venture lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Uninspired styling, flimsy modular seats, interior fit and finish, coarse engine
noise. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. A new grille and front fascia give the Venture an updated look, while a rear
parking aid system helps keep extended wheelbase drivers from inadvertently updating the tail.
OnStar is now standard on all models except the Value Van; a six-disc CD changer and fold-flat
captain's chairs are available options on passenger models. Read more. Write a review See all
44 reviews. I have now owned my no frills van for 5yrs and have K miles on it. It has been very
reliable and I have had to do no major work to it, just new tires and tie rod ends last year. It still
runs like a new car although I now need to replace the ball joints and the ac stopped working
this summer. It isn't fancy and has very few power options but it is the most dependable vehicle
I've had and I have always driven imports before. I wish Chevy still made this vehicle. Read less.
I have never owned a Ford, but that may change. I have never seen an auto with more problems
than this one. My wife bought it used and it was back and forth to the shop with one thing after
another to b repaired. Now out of warranty it's my job to repair. It tkes more time than the 74
Chevy truck I'm restoring. The electric seat is jammed in the foward position making it
impossable to drive. The windows always die in the down position. I drive a car to get from
point A to point B as most of us do. The more options the more trouble. I don't need a Dolby
surround sound theater, global tracking,or a fuse box with 30 miles of paper thin wires leading
to useless options. Are You listening GM? So many positives, a few big negatives. Well, we
have been pleased with our car overall. But thank God we purchased the extended warranty. I
would not recommend avoiding this van - I would just say get as much warranty as possible. We
stopped at 75, miles and it wasn't enough. We are about to replace the 2nd hub assembly, we
have had gaskets go out, we have had fuel regulators to replace, etc. The utility of this van is
excellent. It's roominess, drivability, and overall reliability are positives. Thankfully we had the

warranty as long as we did - and that we have a wonderful dealership to work with. Otherwise I
might not be so kind. It's been good to me and my family, I have had a few problems but nothing
the dealership didn't fix right away, but after , km the transmission is making a horrible clunking
sound, hate to get rid of it but I think its time to put her to rest. See all 44 reviews of the Used
Chevrolet Venture. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Venture. Sign Up. A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how.
There's a problem loading this m
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reliancecontrols
enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

